About five years ago, at the University of Lethbridge, we hired in the Faculty of Health Sciences, a new Complimentary
and Alternative Health Researcher. What was funny to me, as I watched her over the next few months, is that there was no way to distinguish her research agenda from any of the other Health Researchers in the faculty or the university for that matter. The topics seemed very typical to what was being studied in traditional health research with a minor twist. Lots of projects on examining the effectiveness on herbs, vitamins, and supplements using traditional scientific research methodologies. It made me question what does complimentary and alternative even mean [1] . I realized that I had much more experience in the complimentary and alternative health area than most of my colleagues combined as I existed as a non-dual psychologist and researcher in a very traditional scientific materialist academic setting for 20 years. I was truly alternative as non-dual psychology goes beyond body and mind to study the interconnecting energy that goes beyond form, non-dual points to the emptiness, the nothingness, the beingness, consciousness, the unmanifest, the divine energy that goes beyond material form in existence. This was truly a very alternative paradigm to study. Wilber [4] described the three eyes of research as being the eye of flesh-traditional scientific methods, the eye of mind as being phenomenological-hermeneutic research, and the eye of spirit being the mandalic, transpersonal divine research. All of these eyes of research follow the same meta protocol, the following of a set of instructions, a way of apprehending the results, and a communal strand in which results are shared with the community.
The lowest eye of flesh tends to run things at typical universities.
The eye of mind might be be grunginly accepted Van Manen [3] , but and ran an international conference for 7of those years in which I lost an extra $25,000. The only thing that the university paid for is free morning coffee and snacks and a wine and cheese at the end of each conference.
As well I published two non-dual books From Addiction to
Awakening and Awakening Through the Paradox of Darkness [2] .
The first one was about the journey of recovery from addictions including healing different developmental levels, recognizing narcissism at the heart of addiction, and seeing the path to spiritual enlightenment can be only met with absolute hopelessness, and total failure hood before the end of seeking arises and there is a falling into totally embracing the now as this is all there is, the eternal now. While the word "complimentary" points to an intervention usually on the same horizontal dimension that the major medical treatment is on Wilber [4] , the hugeness of the word "Alternative" can no longer be denied as the great white light, now the midnight, sun shines brightly on all levels. We are now asked to receive the invitation of enlightenment right here right now.
